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Abstract
In this paper, we ﬁrst give a method to construct large sets of resolvableMendelsohn triple systems of order q+2, where q=6t+1
is a prime power. Then, using a computer, we ﬁnd solutions for t ∈ T ={35, 38, 46, 47, 48, 51, 56, 60}. Furthermore, by amethodwe
introduced, large sets of resolvable directed triple systems with the same orders are obtained too. Finally, by the tripling construction
and product construction for LRMTSs and LRDTSs, and by new results for LR-designs, we obtain the existence of an LRMTS(v)
and an LRDTS(v) for all v of the form
v = (6t + 3)
∏
m∈M
(2 · 7m + 1)
∏
n∈N
(2 · 13n + 1),
where t ∈ T andM andN are ﬁnite multisets of non-negative integers. This provides more inﬁnite classes for LRMTSs and LRDTSs
with odd orders.
© 2007 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction
Let X be a v-set. In what follows, an ordered pair of X is always an ordered pair (x, y), where x = y ∈ X.
A cyclic triple on X is a set of three ordered pairs (x, y), (y, z) and (z, x) of X, which is denoted by 〈x, y, z〉 or 〈y, z, x〉
or 〈z, x, y〉. A transitive triple on X is a set of three ordered pairs (x, y), (y, z) and (x, z) of X, which is denoted by
(x, y, z).
A Mendelsohn (resp. directed) triple system of order v, denoted by MTS(v) (resp. DTS(v)), is a pair (X,B) where
B is a collection of cyclic (resp. transitive) triples on X, called blocks, such that each ordered pair of X occurs in
exactly one block ofB. An MTS(v) (resp. DTS(v)) is called resolvable and is denoted by RMTS(v) (resp. RDTS(v))
if its blocks can be partitioned into subsets (called parallel classes), each containing every element of X exactly once.
A large set of Mendelsohn (resp. directed) triple systems of order v, denoted by LMTS(v) (resp. LDTS(v)), is a
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collection of (v−2)MTS(v)s (resp. 3(v−2)DTS(v)s) based on X such that every cyclic (resp. transitive) triple from X
occurs as a block in exactly one of the (v−2)MTS(v)s (resp. 3(v−2)DTS(v)s). Existence results for LMTSs, LDTSs,
RMTS’s and RDTS’s are well known from [1,10,11].
Lemma 1. (1) An LMTS(v) exists if and only if v ≡ 0, 1 (mod 3) and v = 6.
(2) An LDTS(v) exists if and only if v ≡ 0, 1 (mod 3).
(3) An RMTS(v) (resp. RDTS(v)) exists if and only if v ≡ 0 (mod 3) and v = 6.
A large set of disjoint RMTS(v)s (resp. RDTS(v)s) is denoted by LRMTS(v) (resp. LRDTS(v)). The existence of
LRMTS(v)s and LRDTS(v)s has been investigated by Kang [8], Kang and Lei [12], Kang and Tian [13], Xu and Kang
[18], Chang [2], Zhou and Chang [21,22] and Kang and Xu [14]. By their research and related results about large sets
of Kirkman triple systems [3–6,15,19,20], we can list the known conclusions as follows.
Lemma 2. There exists an LRMTS(v) (resp. LRDTS(v)) for the following orders v.
v = 3km, where k1 and m ∈ {1, 4, 5, 7, 11, 13, 17, 23, 25, 35, 37, 41, 43, 47, 53, 55, 57, 61, 65, 67, 91, 123};
v = 7k + 2, 13k + 2, 25k + 2, 24k + 2 and 26k + 2 where k0;
v = 12(t + 1), where t ∈ {0, 1, 2, 3, 4, 6, 7, 8, 9, 14, 16, 18, 20, 22, 24}.
Also, if there exists an LRMTS(v) (resp. LRDTS(v)) then there exists an LRMTS((2 · sk + 1)v) (resp. LRDTS((2 ·
sk + 1)v)) for any k0, s = 7, 13 and v ≡ 0, 3, 9mod 12.
In this paper, we will do further study for LRMTS(q + 2) and LRDTS(q + 2), where q = 6t + 1 is a prime power.
2. Construction method
The fundamental structure of the LRMTS(q+2)s and LRDTS(q+2)s given in this paper is similar to the LMTS(q+
2)s and LDTS(q+2)s in [9,17], where q=6t+1 is a prime power. Let g be a primitive element of the ﬁnite ﬁeldFq , and
the point set beX=Fq∪{A,B}. From [9], we know that an LMTS(q+2) onX contains q disjointMTS(q+2)=(X,Bi ),
where Bi =B0 + i, i ∈ Fq . Also, B0 consists of the following parts:
∗-triples : 〈A,B, 0〉, 〈B,A, 0〉,
A-triples : 〈A, x,−2x〉, x ∈ F ∗q ,
B-triples : 〈B,−2x, x〉, x ∈ F ∗q ,
0-triples : 〈0, x,−x〉, x ∈ F ∗q ,
g-triples : 〈x, y, z〉, 〈x, z, y〉, x, y, z ∈ F ∗q , x < y <z and x + y + z = 0.
Each part contains 2, q − 1, q − 1, q − 1 and (q − 1)(q − 5)/3 cyclic triples, respectively. An MTS(q + 2) consists
of (q + 2)(q + 1)/3 triples. For an RMTS(q + 2), these triples can be partitioned into q + 1 parallel classes, each of
which contains (q + 2)/3 triples. Obviously, it is enough to partition B0 into parallel classes.
Any element in F ∗q = Fq\{0} can be denoted by g, where  = ind(g) ∈ Zq−1. Let m = (q − 1)/2. So g6t = 1,
g3t = −1, g2t + g4t = −1. For  =  ∈ Z∗q−1, if g + g = −1 then call 〈, 〉 a couple. It is not difﬁcult to see that
there are (q − 5)/2 couples for given q. Each couple consists of two numbers in Z∗q−1 and all couples form a partition
of Z∗q−1\{m, ind(−2), ind(m)}, where m= (q − 1)/2. A g-triple can be denoted as {ga, gb, gc}, where a, b, c ∈ Zq−1
and ga + gb + gc = 0. The equation can be rewritten as
gb−a + gc−a = ga−c + gb−c = gc−b + ga−b = −1.
Let b−a= and c−a=. Then, the g-triple corresponds to three couples 〈, 〉, 〈−, −〉 and 〈−,−〉. Denote
the g-triple orbit {{gk, gk+, gk+} : k ∈ Zq−1} by the trio {〈, 〉, 〈−, − 〉, 〈− ,−〉} or any one of the couples
〈, 〉, 〈−, −〉, 〈− ,−〉 for brevity. In general, three couples in a trio are different, therefore the corresponding
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orbit (called a normal orbit) contains q − 1 distinct unordered triples. But, when  = 2, i.e.,  = (q − 1)/3 and
 = 2(q − 1)/3, the couples in {〈, 〉, 〈−,  − 〉, 〈 − ,−〉} are the same, which corresponds to a short orbit
with (q − 1)/3 distinct unordered triples only. Note that an unordered triple corresponds to two cyclic triples. It is easy
to see that all (q − 5)/2 couples form one short orbit and (q − 7)/6 = t − 1 normal orbits. Each normal orbit 〈, 〉

























The short orbit 〈2t, 4t〉 contains 2t cyclic triples: 〈gk, gk+2t , gk+4t 〉, 0k2t − 1, which form a partition of F ∗q .
In addition, denote the element ga in F ∗q by its index a in Zq−1, and denote the 0 in Fq by ∗. Then, the blocks
〈ga, gb, gc〉, 〈A, ga, gb〉, 〈ga, 0, gb〉 can be denoted by the index-blocks 〈a, b, c〉, 〈A, a, b〉, 〈a, ∗, b〉. Now, let us give
an arrangement to partitionB0 into parallel classesA,A′,Ak andA′k, 0k3t − 1, where a= a+m for a ∈ Zq−1
andAk =A0 + k,A′k =A′0 + k for 1k3t − 1:
A :
{ 〈A,B, ∗〉 one ∗ -triple,
〈i, 2t + i, 4t + i〉, i ∈ Z2t 2t g-triples (take the short orbit),




〈A, 0, ind(−2)〉 one A-triple,
〈B, ind(−2), 0〉 one B-triple,
〈∗, j, j〉 one 0-triple,




〈A, 0, ind(−2)〉 one A-triple,
〈B, ind(−2), 0〉 one B-triple,
〈∗, j , j〉 one 0-triple,
〈ai, ai + i , ai + i〉 and 〈ai, ai + i , ai + i〉, 1 i t − 1 . . . 2(t − 1)g-triples.
Such arrangement is feasible, at least for some orders. We list one example.
Example 1. t = 4, q = 52, g2 = 2 + 2g,m = 12.
normal orbits : 〈1, 20〉 = 〈4, 5〉 = 〈19, 23〉, 〈2, 9〉 = 〈7, 22〉 = 〈15, 17〉, 〈3, 13〉 = 〈10, 21〉 = 〈11, 14〉,
short orbit : 〈8, 16〉.
Construct an LRMTS(27) = {(F25⋃{A,B},Bx) : x ∈ F25}, where Bx = B0 + x, x ∈ F ∗25 and B0 consists of
26 parallel classes: A,A′,Ak =A0 + k and A′k =A′0 + k, 0k11. The index-blocks in A,A′,A0 and A′0
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are listed below:
A A′ A0 A′0
〈A,B, ∗〉 〈B,A, ∗〉 〈A, 0, 6〉 〈A, 0, 6〉
〈0, 8, 4〉 〈0, 4, 8〉 〈B, 6, 0〉 〈B, 6, 0〉
〈1, 9, 5〉 〈1, 5, 9〉 〈∗, 9, 9〉 〈∗, 9, 9〉
〈2, 10, 6〉 〈2, 6, 10〉 〈2, 3, 10〉 〈2, 10, 3〉
〈3, 11, 7〉 〈3, 7, 11〉 〈2, 3, 10〉 〈2, 10, 3〉
〈4, 0, 8〉 〈4, 8, 0〉 〈11, 1, 8〉 〈11, 8, 1〉
〈5, 1, 9〉 〈5, 9, 1〉 〈11, 1, 8〉 〈11, 8, 1〉
〈6, 2, 10〉 〈6, 10, 2〉 〈4, 7, 5〉 〈4, 5, 7〉
〈7, 3, 11〉 〈7, 11, 3〉 〈4, 7, 5〉 〈4, 5, 7〉
Note that A + k = A,B + k = B, ∗ + k = ∗ in an index-block.
3. Selection of starter parallel class
The key for constructing an LRMTS(q + 2) of the form given in the last section is to select a starter parallel
classA0:
〈A, 0, ind(−2)〉, 〈B, ind(−2), 0〉, 〈∗, j, j〉, 〈ai, ai + i , ai + i〉, 〈ai, ai + i , ai + i〉,
where j ∈ Z∗q−1, 1 i t−1 and the t−1〈i , i〉 are just all normal orbits. In this selection, the indexes of all elements
except A,B and ∗ are
0, ind(−2), j, ai, ai + i , ai + i , 0, ind(−2), j , ai, ai + i , ai + i ,
where 1 i t −1. If our selection makes them pairwise distinct, i.e., they form just Zq−1, thenA0 is a starter parallel
class. Let 〈x〉 = min{x, x} for x ∈ Zq−1, then the condition of this selection is
to choose t − 1 numbers ai from Z∗m such that
t−1⋃
i=1
{ai, ai, ai + i , ai + i , ai + i , ai + i} = Z∗q−1\{m, ind(2), ind(−2), j, j},
where the addition is modulo q − 1 and j and j are the two remainders. The condition can be simpliﬁed as follows.
To choose t − 1 numbers ai from Z∗m such that
⋃t−1
i=1 {〈ai〉, 〈ai + i〉, 〈ai + i〉} = Z∗m\{〈ind(2)〉, 〈j〉}, where the
addition is modulo m and 〈j〉 is the remainder. Let us return to the example in the last section.
Example 1. Taking a1 = 2, a2 = 11, a3 = 4, and noting that ind(−2) = 6, then
{〈a1〉, 〈a1 + 1〉, 〈a1 + 1〉} = {2, 3, 10}, {〈a2〉, 〈a2 + 2〉, 〈a2 + 2〉} = {11, 1, 8},
{〈a3〉, 〈a3 + 3〉, 〈a3 + 3〉} = {4, 7, 5}, and their union is Z∗12\{6, 9}.
Thus, j = 9 andA0 consists of the following cyclic triples:
〈A, 0, 6〉, 〈B, 6, 0〉, 〈∗, 9, 9〉, 〈2, 3, 10〉, 〈2, 3, 10〉, 〈11, 1, 8〉, 〈11, 1, 8〉, 〈4, 7, 5〉, 〈4, 7, 5〉.
This is just the construction in the last section.
4. Solutions for eight unknown orders
By the method given in the last section, using a computer, we ﬁnd solutions for all orders v = q + 2 where prime
power q ≡ 1 (mod 6) and q < 400 except q = 343, 373, 379, 397. In this section, we list relevant information for eight
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unknown (up to now) orders among them. For brevity, for each order v = q + 2 = 6t + 3, we list only t, q (prime
power), g (primitive element), {〈i , i〉 : 1 i t − 1} (normal orbits), 〈2t, 4t〉 (short orbit) and our selection ai, 1
i t − 1.
t = 35, q = 211, g = 2:
normal orbits: 〈1, 148〉, 〈2, 27〉, 〈3, 191〉, 〈4, 94〉, 〈5, 100〉, 〈6, 171〉, 〈7, 18〉, 〈8, 127〉, 〈9, 178〉, 〈10, 176〉,
〈12, 60〉, 〈13, 88〉, 〈14, 170〉, 〈15, 111〉, 〈16, 184〉, 〈17, 78〉, 〈20, 158〉, 〈21, 151〉, 〈23, 53〉,
〈24, 145〉, 〈28, 86〉, 〈29, 154〉, 〈31, 102〉, 〈33, 131〉, 〈35, 144〉, 〈36, 129〉, 〈37, 84〉, 〈38, 161〉,
〈43, 107〉, 〈46, 159〉, 〈50, 118〉, 〈55, 137〉, 〈57, 133〉, 〈67, 136〉,
short orbit: 〈70, 140〉.
ai(1 i34): 56, 77, 94, 83, 81, 24, 85, 58, 23, 63, 70, 88, 26, 78, 19, 22, 21, 43, 14, 28, 16, 13, 20, 12, 15, 10,
11, 9, 6, 7, 5, 4, 3, 2.
t = 38, q = 229, g = 6:
normal orbits: 〈1, 221〉, 〈2, 106〉, 〈3, 22〉, 〈4, 41〉, 〈5, 188〉, 〈6, 65〉, 〈9, 38〉, 〈10, 147〉, 〈11, 165〉, 〈12, 67〉,
〈13, 62〉, 〈14, 117〉, 〈15, 160〉, 〈16, 58〉, 〈17, 130〉, 〈18, 159〉, 〈20, 176〉, 〈21, 94〉, 〈23, 139〉,
〈24, 196〉, 〈25, 127〉, 〈26, 92〉, 〈27, 167〉, 〈28, 105〉, 〈30, 108〉, 〈31, 149〉, 〈33, 175〉, 〈34, 182〉,
〈35, 168〉, 〈36, 164〉, 〈39, 185〉, 〈44, 129〉, 〈47, 97〉, 〈48, 119〉, 〈51, 158〉, 〈54, 138〉, 〈57, 153〉,
short orbit: 〈76, 152〉.
ai(1 i37): 98, 100, 68, 108, 106, 79, 104, 27, 96, 83, 75, 70, 19, 16, 77, 87, 81, 89, 57, 15, 38, 17, 14,
22, 31, 24, 11, 8, 10, 12, 7, 5, 6, 4, 3, 2, 1.
t = 46, q = 277, g = 5:
normal orbits: 〈1, 197〉, 〈2, 231〉, 〈3, 131〉, 〈4, 127〉, 〈5, 254〉, 〈6, 173〉, 〈7, 68〉, 〈8, 49〉, 〈10, 100〉,
〈11, 44〉, 〈12, 178〉, 〈13, 130〉, 〈14, 48〉, 〈15, 102〉, 〈16, 210〉, 〈17, 237〉, 〈18, 139〉, 〈19, 72〉,
〈20, 43〉, 〈21, 67〉, 〈24, 181〉, 〈25, 239〉, 〈26, 187〉, 〈28, 134〉, 〈29, 143〉, 〈30, 99〉, 〈31, 222〉,
〈32, 120〉, 〈35, 71〉, 〈38, 203〉, 〈40, 212〉, 〈42, 94〉, 〈50, 147〉, 〈51, 169〉, 〈55, 163〉, 〈57, 183〉,
〈58, 144〉, 〈59, 160〉, 〈60, 185〉, 〈63, 199〉, 〈65, 141〉, 〈70, 154〉, 〈74, 198〉, 〈75, 180〉, 〈81, 193〉,
short orbit: 〈92, 184〉.
ai(1 i45): 38, 96, 90, 124, 109, 126, 105, 125, 31, 119, 80, 123, 81, 101, 106, 85, 117, 28, 91, 27, 84,
79, 50, 34, 32, 22, 26, 17, 18, 21, 14, 13, 24, 12, 20, 15, 10, 7, 11, 6, 5, 3, 4, 2, 1.
t = 47, q = 283, g = 3:
normal orbits: 〈1, 177〉, 〈2, 251〉, 〈3, 173〉, 〈4, 58〉, 〈5, 255〉, 〈6, 217〉, 〈7, 243〉, 〈8, 210〉, 〈9, 157〉, 〈10, 194〉,
〈11, 110〉, 〈12, 231〉, 〈13, 151〉, 〈14, 254〉, 〈15, 40〉, 〈16, 135〉, 〈17, 140〉, 〈19, 233〉, 〈20, 221〉,
〈21, 69〉, 〈22, 96〉, 〈23, 145〉, 〈24, 156〉, 〈26, 130〉, 〈29, 241〉, 〈30, 198〉, 〈34, 111〉, 〈35, 136〉,
〈36, 92〉, 〈37, 113〉, 〈38, 200〉, 〈43, 196〉, 〈44, 218〉, 〈45, 227〉, 〈47, 165〉, 〈50, 103〉, 〈52, 139〉,
〈57, 116〉, 〈60, 209〉, 〈62, 189〉, 〈66, 161〉, 〈67, 191〉, 〈75, 203〉, 〈78, 193〉, 〈83, 180〉, 〈85, 192〉,
short orbit: 〈94, 188〉.
ai(1 i46): 44, 137, 132, 32, 26, 108, 123, 126, 83, 29, 118, 22, 88, 117, 96, 122, 104, 91, 27, 28, 24, 105,
78, 51, 19, 38, 16, 35, 33, 20, 15, 21, 17, 14, 13, 12, 11, 8, 7, 10, 5, 6, 4, 3, 2, 1.
t = 48, q = 289 = 172, g2 = 3 + 4g:
normal orbits: 〈1, 30〉, 〈2, 246〉, 〈3, 135〉, 〈4, 268〉, 〈5, 208〉, 〈6, 263〉, 〈7, 136〉, 〈8, 119〉, 〈9, 60〉,
〈10, 91〉, 〈11, 70〉, 〈12, 211〉, 〈13, 178〉, 〈14, 188〉, 〈15, 266〉, 〈16, 71〉, 〈17, 222〉, 〈18, 252〉,
〈19, 212〉, 〈21, 206〉, 〈23, 242〉, 〈26, 154〉, 〈27, 191〉, 〈28, 238〉, 〈32, 88〉, 〈33, 235〉, 〈34, 150〉,
〈35, 148〉, 〈38, 187〉, 〈39, 87〉, 〈40, 133〉, 〈41, 230〉, 〈43, 147〉, 〈45, 167〉, 〈47, 145〉, 〈49, 186〉,
〈52, 120〉, 〈57, 163〉, 〈61, 176〉, 〈62, 127〉, 〈63, 181〉, 〈64, 194〉, 〈67, 213〉, 〈72, 162〉, 〈73, 157〉,
〈74, 183〉, 〈79, 171〉,
short orbit: 〈96, 192〉.
ai(1 i47): 94, 125, 130, 111, 37, 137, 90, 131, 39, 132, 107, 128, 89, 40, 126, 119, 92, 85, 68, 117, 24, 88,
66, 22, 32, 19, 25, 30, 43, 18, 38, 14, 20, 13, 15, 11, 9, 10, 12, 7, 8, 6, 5, 3, 4, 2, 1.
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t = 51, q = 307, g = 5:
normal orbits: 〈1, 21〉, 〈2, 193〉, 〈3, 218〉, 〈4, 114〉, 〈5, 242〉, 〈6, 293〉, 〈7, 217〉, 〈8, 185〉, 〈9, 279〉,
〈10, 190〉, 〈11, 275〉, 〈12, 73〉, 〈14, 208〉, 〈15, 255〉, 〈16, 74〉, 〈17, 150〉, 〈18, 164〉, 〈22, 263〉,
〈23, 222〉, 〈24, 244〉, 〈25, 254〉, 〈26, 97〉, 〈28, 127〉, 〈29, 265〉, 〈30, 158〉, 〈32, 152〉, 〈33, 81〉,
〈34, 168〉, 〈35, 166〉, 〈37, 211〉, 〈38, 130〉, 〈39, 139〉, 〈40, 90〉, 〈44, 187〉, 〈45, 226〉, 〈46, 103〉,
〈47, 170〉, 〈49, 124〉, 〈53, 109〉, 〈54, 155〉, 〈55, 161〉, 〈59, 221〉, 〈63, 212〉, 〈67, 171〉, 〈68, 227〉,
〈72, 165〉, 〈76, 198〉, 〈78, 189〉, 〈82, 219〉, 〈83, 201〉,
short orbit: 〈102, 204〉.
ai(1 i50): 94, 99, 43, 141, 47, 144, 142, 106, 109, 97, 121, 116, 91, 88, 111, 113, 122, 129, 125, 119, 79,
100, 124, 25, 26, 40, 42, 30, 20, 34, 51, 35, 22, 14, 23, 17, 12, 11, 8, 13, 10, 19, 7, 6, 9, 4, 5, 2, 3, 1.
t = 56, q = 337, g = 10:
normal orbits: 〈33, 114〉, 〈22, 126〉, 〈14, 156〉, 〈77, 162〉, 〈65, 182〉, 〈64, 265〉, 〈91, 239〉, 〈66, 152〉, 〈9, 92〉,
〈36, 238〉, 〈5, 75〉, 〈37, 267〉, 〈80, 241〉, 〈31, 159〉, 〈13, 133〉, 〈23, 206〉, 〈26, 84〉, 〈42, 214〉,
〈56, 185〉, 〈49, 285〉, 〈44, 213〉, 〈18, 90〉, 〈61, 139〉, 〈43, 209〉, 〈16, 118〉, 〈17, 76〉, 〈15, 60〉,
〈30, 279〉, 〈28, 227〉, 〈32, 178〉, 〈34, 155〉, 〈20, 248〉, 〈82, 171〉, 〈54, 204〉, 〈21, 290〉, 〈10, 233〉,
〈27, 68〉, 〈25, 262〉, 〈73, 192〉, 〈6, 111〉, 〈39, 281〉, 〈12, 47〉, 〈8, 101〉, 〈4, 191〉, 〈52, 273〉,
〈48, 211〉, 〈24, 298〉, 〈50, 229〉, 〈7, 138〉, 〈11, 40〉, 〈53, 196〉, 〈96, 220〉, 〈19, 195〉, 〈1, 3〉,
〈79, 226〉,
short orbit: 〈112, 224〉.
ai(1 i55): 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 7, 6, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 14, 22, 15, 20, 21, 23, 27, 26, 40, 30, 60, 25, 29, 33, 36, 42,
39, 63, 89, 126, 138, 103, 41, 140, 90, 106, 54, 156, 116, 88, 124, 129, 56, 59, 130, 64, 142,
82, 91, 151, 118, 164, 55.
t = 60, q = 361 = 192, g2 = 4 + 4g:
normal orbits: 〈1, 342〉, 〈2, 227〉, 〈3, 150〉, 〈4, 155〉, 〈5, 206〉, 〈6, 114〉, 〈7, 45〉, 〈8, 243〉, 〈9, 102〉, 〈10, 224〉,
〈11, 295〉, 〈12, 250〉, 〈13, 126〉, 〈14, 69〉, 〈15, 116〉, 〈16, 177〉, 〈17, 191〉, 〈20, 220〉, 〈21, 218〉,
〈22, 58〉, 〈23, 96〉, 〈24, 77〉, 〈25, 52〉, 〈26, 319〉, 〈28, 107〉, 〈29, 323〉, 〈30, 87〉, 〈31, 187〉, 〈32, 318〉,
〈33, 222〉, 〈34, 112〉, 〈35, 129〉, 〈39, 182〉, 〈40, 100〉, 〈43, 306〉, 〈44, 285〉, 〈46, 141〉, 〈47, 276〉,
〈48, 157〉, 〈49, 310〉, 〈51, 162〉, 〈56, 179〉, 〈59, 193〉, 〈61, 188〉, 〈62, 166〉, 〈63, 215〉, 〈64, 254〉,
〈68, 139〉, 〈70, 228〉, 〈72, 236〉, 〈81, 230〉, 〈82, 165〉, 〈85, 175〉, 〈86, 184〉, 〈88, 216〉, 〈89, 257〉,
〈91, 239〉, 〈92, 207〉, 〈105, 223〉,
short orbit: 〈120, 240〉.
ai, 1 i59: 167, 116, 176, 129, 125, 42, 103, 51, 165, 111, 117, 43, 159, 109, 120, 142, 115, 124, 131, 112,
137, 138, 102, 34, 119, 107, 54, 33, 37, 66, 28, 32, 47, 45, 31, 38, 25, 26, 20, 23, 39, 19, 17, 16,
36, 15, 27, 11, 13, 9, 8, 6, 12, 10, 5, 3, 4, 2, 1.
Lemma 3. There exists an LRMTS(q + 2) for q ∈ {211, 229, 277, 283, 289, 307, 337, 361}.
5. LRMTS(v) −→ LRDTS(v)
In [13], we give a method to construct an LDTS(v) from a known LMTS(v). For a given cyclic triple 〈a, b, c〉, call
the transitive triple (a, b, c) or (b, c, a) or (c, a, b) a cyclic shift of 〈a, b, c〉. For an MTS(v), if we put three cyclic
shifts of each cyclic triple into three different families and each family forms a DTS(v), then the three DTS(v)s are
called three cyclic shifts of the MTS(v). Obviously, the three DTS(v)s are disjoint.
Let (V ,A) be an MTS(v). Deﬁne a block-incidence graph BIG(v,A) of the MTS(v):
the vertex set isA\A, whereA consists of all sub-MTS(3)s inA;
two blocks A and A′ ∈A\A are joined if and only if |A ∩ A′| = 2.
Obviously, BIG(v,A) is a cubic graph with an even number of vertices, since both |A| and |A| are even.
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Lemma 4. If the BIG(v,A) of an MTS(v) is 3-edge-colorable, then there exist three cyclic shifts of this MTS(v).
Construction. Our method consists of the following three steps.
Step 1: SinceBIG(v,A) is a 3-edge-colorable cubic graph, its edges can be partitioned into three familiesG1,G2,G3
such that any two adjacent edges belong to different families. In fact, every Gi is a one-factor of BIG(v,A). Also,
G1,G2 and G3 form a one-factorization of BIG(v,A).
Step 2: For any edge {a, b} ∈ Gj joining two cyclic triples 〈a, b, x〉 and 〈b, a, y〉, put two transitive triples (b, x, a)
and (a, y, b) into Bj , where 1j3.
Step 3: For each sub-MTS(3) on a subset {x, y, z}, put (x, y, z), (z, y, x) into B1, put (y, z, x), (x, z, y) into B2,
and put (z, x, y), (y, x, z) into B3.
Then (X,B1), (X,B2) and (X,B3) form three cyclic shifts of this MTS(v).
Proof. Let this MTS(v) be on a v-set V. For any vertex 〈a, b, c〉 ∈ BIG(v,A), ∃x, y, z ∈ V such that three ver-
tices 〈b, a, x〉, 〈c, b, y〉 and 〈a, c, z〉 are all connected to 〈a, b, c〉. Without loss of generality, let the three edges
{a, b}, {b, c}, {c, a} belong to G1,G2 and G3, respectively. From Step 2, we get (b, c, a), (a, x, b) ∈ B1; (c, a, b),
(b, y, c) ∈ B2; (a, b, c), (c, z, a) ∈ B3. Then we have the following two conclusions.
(∗) Two vertices (cyclic triples) connected with an edge in BIG(v,A) induce two transitive triples. Two transitive
triples and two cyclic triples cover the same six ordered pairs.
(∗∗) Every vertex (cyclic triple) induces three transitive triples. They are just the three cyclic shifts of the cyclic
triple. They belong to B1,B2 and B3, respectively.
We know that every Gi is a one-factor of BIG(v,A), so all vertices contained in Gi just cover all vertices of
BIG(v,A).
Similarly, for Step3. To sum up, the conclusion holds. 
Furthermore, for convenience, call a 2-factor of a graph even, if it consists of cycles with even sizes. It is not difﬁcult
to show that
(1) BIG(v,A) is 3-edge-colorable ⇐⇒ BIG(v,A) has an even 2-factor.
(2) If an MTS(v) is resolvable (or almost resolvable, or pure), then three DTS(v)s obtained from the MTS(v) have
the same property.
Lemma 5. For a large set LMTS(v)= {(V ,Ai ) : 1 iv − 2}, suppose that every BIG(v,Ai ) is 3-edge-colorable.
LetAi −→ Bi,1,Bi,2,Bi,3 by our method in Lemma 4. Then {(V ,Bi,j ) : 1 iv− 2, 1j3} is just an LDTS(v).
Proof. For a given i, 1 iv − 2,Bi,1,Bi,2,Bi,3 are three disjoint DTS(v)s from Lemma 1. Suppose there exists
a transitive triple (a, b, c) ∈ Bi1,j1 and Bi2,j2 , where 1 i1 = i2v − 2 and 1j1, j23. Then the cyclic triple〈a, b, c〉 ∈Ai1 andAi2 . It is a contradiction. So the conclusion holds. 
If all small sets of an LMTS can be obtained from a few base small sets, then the task of constructing LDTS from
LMTS needs to be done only for these base small sets.
Lemma 6. For each prime power q = 6t + 1, if there exists an LMTS(q + 2) with the structure mentioned in Section
2, then there exists an LDTS(q + 2) too.
Proof. By Lemma 5, it is enough to show that BIG(q + 2,B0) is 3-edge-colorable. Let Cr = (x1, . . . , xr ) and
C′r = (y1, . . . , yr ) be two r-cycles. Deﬁne a graph Cr  C′r as follows: V (Cr  C′r ) = V (Cr) ∪ V (C′r ) and E(Cr 
C′r ) = E(Cr) ∪ E(C′r ) ∪ {x1y1, . . . , xryr}. Then the graph Cr  C′r has a Hamilton circuit (x1, . . . , xr , yr , . . . , y1),
which is certainly an even 2-factor.
The transformation f : x −→ −2x onF ∗q partitions all elements ofF ∗q into disjoint circuits (uh1, uh2, . . . , uhr ), where r
is the smallest positive integer satisfying (−2)r ≡ 1mod q and uh1 =f (uhr ), uhl+1=f (uhl ), 1 lr−1, 1hs=(q−
1)/r . Then, by the structure of the LMTS(q+2) given in Sections 3 and 4, theBIG(q+2,B0) consists of the s connected
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components listed below, where the number of vertices in each connected component is 2r . So, 2r · s=2(q−1), which
is just the number of A-triples and B-triples in an MTS(q + 2).
For a given h, 1hs, let xl = 〈A, uhl , uhl+1〉, yl = 〈B, uhl+1, uhl 〉, 1 lr and uhr+1 = uh1. Then each component
forms a graph Cr  C′r deﬁned above. Obviously, it is 3-edge-colorable. So BIG(q + 2,B0) is 3-edge-colorable
too. 
Lemma 7. There exists an LRDTS(q + 2) for q ∈ {211, 229, 277, 283, 289, 307, 337, 361}.
6. New inﬁnite classes
A quasigroup (X, ◦) is called resolvable if all v(v − 1) pairs of distinct elements can be partitioned into subsets
Ti, 1 i3(v − 1), such that every {(x, y, x ◦ y) : (x, y) ∈ Ti} is a partition of X. An idempotent quasigroup IQ(v) of
order v is called ﬁrst transitive if there exists a group of order v acting transitively on X which forms an automorphism
group of the IQ(v). A ﬁrst transitive resolvable IQ(v) is denoted by TRIQ(v).
For an idempotent quasigroup (X, ◦) and for each ordered pair (i, j), i = j ∈ {0, 1, 2}, deﬁne a collection of
transitive triples from X × {i, j} as follows:
T (i, j) =
⋃
x =y∈X
t(x, y, x ◦ y) where
t (x, y, x ◦ y) = {((x, i), (y, i), (x ◦ y, j)), ((x, i), (x ◦ y, j), (y, i)), ((x ◦ y, j), (x, i), (y, i))}.
An idempotent quasigroup (X, ◦) is called second transitive provided that T (i, j) can be partitioned into three sets T0,
T1 and T2 such that
(i) the three transitive triples in t (x, y, x ◦ y) belong to T0, T1 and T2, respectively;
(ii) if a = b ∈ X, each of the ordered pairs ((a, i), (b, j)) and ((b, j), (a, i)) belongs to exactly one transitive
triple in each of T0, T1 and T2.
An IQ(v) with both ﬁrst and second transitivity is called doubly transitive and is denoted by DTRIQ(v). In [2,22],
Chang et al. gave the following existence results.
Lemma 8. There exists a TRIQ(v) (resp. DTRIQ(v)) for any positive integer v ≡ 0, 3, 9mod 12.
In [9], Lei introduced a kind of combinatorial design, LR(u). An LR(u) is a collection {(X,Ajk ) : 1k(u−1)/2,
j = 0, 1}, where each (X,Ajk ) is a KT S(u) over the u-set X and {Ajk(h); 1h(u− 1)/2} is a resolution ofAjk with
the following properties.
(i) ⋃(u−1)/2k=1 A0k(1) =⋃(u−1)/2k=1 A1k(1) =A forms a KTS(u) over X too.
(ii) Any triple from X is contained in⋃(u−1)/2k=1 ⋃1j=0 Ajk .
Lei [16] and Ji and Lei [7] obtained some existence results for LR(v).
Lemma 9. There exists an LR(v) for v = 3n, 2 · 13n + 1 and 2 · 7n + 1, where n1.
Recently, using these auxiliary designs and their existence,Chang et al. proved the following conclusions, in [2,21,22].
Lemma 10. If there exist both a TRIQ(v) and an LRMTS(v), then there exists an LRMTS(3v).
Lemma 11. If there exist both a DTRIQ(v) and an LRDTS(v), then there exists an LRDTS(3v).
Lemma 12. If there exist an LRMTS(u) (resp. LRDTS(u)), a TRIQ(u) (resp. DTRIQ(u)) and an LR(v), then there
exists an LRMTS(uv) (resp. LRDTS(uv)).
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Theorem 1. There exist an LRMTS(v) and an LRDTS(v) for all v of the form
v = (6t + 3)
∏
m∈M
(2 · 7m + 1)
∏
n∈N
(2 · 13n + 1),
where t ∈ {35, 38, 46, 47, 48, 51, 56, 60} and M and N are ﬁnite multisets of non-negative integers.
Proof. ByLemmas 3 and 7, there exist LRMTS(6t+3) and LRDTS(6t+3) for the listed eight values of t. Furthermore,
by Lemmas 8−12, these new orders can be extended to inﬁnite classes. Note that these new orders are all odd, and
2 · 7m + 1 = 2 · 13n + 1 = 3 when m = n = 0. 
Finally, we point out that the existence of an LRMTS(348) and an LRMTS(396) has been proved after [14]; these
are listed in the Appendix. By Lemma 7 in [14], for each prime power q = 6t + 5 and each even integer t4, if there
exists an LRMTS(2q+2) gotten by our method then there exists an LRDTS(2q+2) too. Since 348=12×28+12 and
396=12×32+12, there exist an LRDTS(348) and an LRDTS(396). By the updated existence results for LRMTS(v)s
and LRDTS(v)s, after [14] and this paper, the number of known (resp. unknown) orders for v < 1000 is 110 (resp.
222). However, before this paper and [14], the two numbers were 69 and 263, respectively. For v < 100, the unknown
orders are 30, 42, 54, 57, 78, 87, 90 and 93.
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Appendix
LRMTS(348) : t = 28, q = 173,m = 86, g = 2, g1 = 2.
OF: 〈1, 113〉 = 〈112, 171〉 = 〈59, 60〉, 〈2, 125〉 = 〈123, 170〉 = 〈47, 49〉, 〈3, 140〉 = 〈137, 169〉 = 〈32, 35〉,
〈4, 159〉 = 〈155, 168〉 = 〈13, 17〉, 〈5, 136〉 = 〈131, 167〉 = 〈36, 41〉, 〈6, 83〉 = 〈77, 166〉 = 〈89, 95〉,
〈7, 25〉 = 〈18, 165〉 = 〈147, 154〉, 〈8, 38〉 = 〈30, 164〉 = 〈134, 142〉, 〈9, 28〉 = 〈19, 163〉 = 〈144, 153〉,
〈10, 130〉 = 〈120, 162〉 = 〈42, 52〉, 〈11, 81〉 = 〈70, 161〉 = 〈91, 102〉, 〈12, 62〉 = 〈50, 160〉 = 〈110, 122〉,
〈14, 79〉 = 〈65, 158〉 = 〈93, 107〉, 〈15, 143〉 = 〈128, 157〉 = 〈29, 44〉, 〈16, 67〉 = 〈51, 156〉 = 〈105, 121〉,
〈20, 116〉 = 〈96, 152〉 = 〈56, 76〉, 〈21, 150〉 = 〈129, 151〉 = 〈22, 43〉, 〈23, 115〉 = 〈92, 149〉 = 〈57, 80〉,
〈24, 106〉 = 〈82, 148〉 = 〈66, 90〉, 〈26, 124〉 = 〈98, 146〉 = 〈48, 74〉, 〈27, 88〉 = 〈61, 145〉 = 〈84, 111〉,
〈31, 104〉 = 〈73, 141〉 = 〈68, 99〉, 〈33, 127〉 = 〈94, 139〉 = 〈45, 78〉, 〈34, 71〉 = 〈37, 138〉 = 〈101, 135〉,
〈39, 114〉 = 〈75, 133〉 = 〈58, 97〉, 〈40, 109〉 = 〈69, 132〉 = 〈63, 103〉, 〈46, 100〉 = 〈54, 126〉 = 〈72, 118〉,
〈53, 108〉 = 〈55, 119〉 = 〈64, 117〉,
base blocks: 〈67, 66,∞〉, 〈67, ∗, 66〉,
〈0, 39, 44〉, 〈1, 55, 53〉, 〈2, 75, 13〉, 〈6, 3, 20〉, 〈4, 54, 37〉, 〈5, 49, 30〉,
〈7, 35, 83〉, 〈14, 9, 29〉, 〈8, 70, 62〉, 〈11, 68, 71〉, 〈10, 17, 40〉, 〈12, 50, 63〉,
〈38, 16, 31〉, 〈46, 27, 15〉, 〈58, 72, 60〉, 〈36, 59, 25〉, 〈26, 42, 22〉, 〈28, 65, 73〉,
〈52, 85, 34〉, 〈80, 41, 81〉, 〈76, 82, 33〉, 〈77, 32, 61〉, 〈84, 74, 56〉, 〈18, 43, 64〉,
〈69, 78, 47〉, 〈24, 45, 51〉, 〈23, 79, 19〉, 〈21, 48, 57〉,
LRMTS(396) : t = 32, q = 197,m = 98, g = 2, g1 = 2.
OF: 〈1, 83〉 = 〈82, 195〉 = 〈113, 114〉, 〈2, 187〉 = 〈185, 194〉 = 〈9, 11〉, 〈3, 68〉 = 〈65, 193〉 = 〈128, 131〉,
〈4, 61〉 = 〈57, 192〉 = 〈135, 139〉, 〈5, 112〉 = 〈107, 191〉 = 〈84, 89〉, 〈6, 16〉 = 〈10, 190〉 = 〈180, 186〉,
〈7, 161〉 = 〈154, 189〉 = 〈35, 42〉, 〈8, 174〉 = 〈166, 188〉 = 〈22, 30〉, 〈12, 92〉 = 〈80, 184〉 = 〈104, 116〉,
〈13, 136〉 = 〈123, 183〉 = 〈60, 73〉, 〈14, 62〉 = 〈48, 182〉 = 〈134, 148〉, 〈15, 115〉 = 〈100, 181〉 = 〈81, 96〉,
〈17, 63〉 = 〈46, 179〉 = 〈133, 150〉, 〈18, 142〉 = 〈124, 178〉 = 〈54, 72〉, 〈19, 71〉 = 〈52, 177〉 = 〈125, 144〉,
〈20, 152〉 = 〈132, 176〉 = 〈44, 64〉, 〈21, 130〉 = 〈109, 175〉 = 〈66, 87〉, 〈23, 59〉 = 〈36, 173〉 = 〈137, 160〉,
〈24, 171〉 = 〈147, 172〉 = 〈25, 49〉, 〈26, 53〉 = 〈27, 170〉 = 〈143, 169〉, 〈28, 122〉 = 〈94, 168〉 = 〈74, 102〉,
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〈29, 85〉 = 〈56, 167〉 = 〈111, 140〉, 〈31, 157〉 = 〈126, 165〉 = 〈39, 70〉, 〈32, 153〉 = 〈121, 164〉 = 〈43, 75〉,
〈33, 91〉 = 〈58, 163〉 = 〈105, 138〉, 〈34, 110〉 = 〈76, 162〉 = 〈86, 120〉, 〈37, 106〉 = 〈69, 159〉 = 〈90, 127〉,
〈38, 93〉 = 〈55, 158〉 = 〈103, 141〉, 〈40, 117〉 = 〈77, 156〉 = 〈79, 119〉, 〈41, 149〉 = 〈108, 155〉 = 〈47, 88〉,
〈45, 95〉 = 〈50, 151〉 = 〈101, 146〉, 〈51, 118〉 = 〈67, 145〉 = 〈78, 129〉,
base blocks: 〈52, 51,∞〉, 〈52, ∗, 51〉,
〈0, 89, 25〉, 〈1, 69, 13〉, 〈2, 63, 29〉, 〈3, 17, 26〉, 〈2, 20, 58〉, 〈5, 68, 71〉,
〈8, 84, 27〉, 〈7, 18, 36〉, 〈12, 56, 6〉, 〈28, 22, 14〉, 〈9, 47, 45〉, 〈11, 73, 70〉,
〈15, 78, 41〉, 〈10, 40, 97〉, 〈21, 94, 86〉, 〈88, 49, 48〉, 〈50, 37, 60〉, 〈76, 92, 80〉,
〈95, 90, 39〉, 〈23, 55, 72〉, 〈66, 42, 35〉, 〈82, 65, 75〉, 〈19, 24, 43〉, 〈62, 93, 16〉,
〈67, 34, 87〉, 〈64, 44, 91〉, 〈53, 79, 57〉, 〈96, 38, 81〉, 〈54, 83, 33〉, 〈46, 61, 74〉,
〈31, 77, 59〉, 〈85, 30, 32〉.
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